
Unparalleled Exposure 
Management

EVERYTHING ELSE IS OLD TECH. 

Risk carriers of all sizes, at every point in the chain, 
deserve better exposure management technology. 

Quex from Quotech is underwriter-designed to  
do the job properly, and built to eliminate the  
pain points. 

It’s the ultimate generation of property exposure 
management tools.

LIGHTNING-FAST CALCULATION 

means the impact of new exposures is assessed  
in seconds.

OASIS OPEN EXPOSURE DATA 
STANDARDS

(OED) allow the ultimate in data compatibility, 
minimising or eliminating translation and  
ingestion challenges.

A RICH WEALTH OF DIRECT THIRD-
PARTY DATA 

inputs, including Disaster Aware Enterprises 
(perils) and Tensorflight (risks), enhances risk 
knowledge and understanding to fine-tune the 
accuracy of PMLs.

MULTIPLE, ENDLESSLY FLEXIBLE USER-
DEFINED REPORTS 

can be structured, scheduled and automated for 
any frequency of delivery by anyone, to anyone, to 
provide unparalleled timeliness and flexibility.

LIVE PORTFOLIO MONITORING 

(limited only by the currency of the risk information 
uploaded) delivers an instant snapshot of 

•  Overall exposure

•  Portfolio-wide impacts of a live catastrophe event

•  Diversification benefits or penalties of an 
individual risk presented

EASY UPLOADS  

make data ingestion instantaneous and automatic, 
or at least incredibly simple

• Instant upload for Quotech Risque users

• Instant upload via API, or

• Simple CSV file upload

UNLIMITED LOCATIONS  

can be analysed and shown on a map (not just 500) 
to effortlessly assess even the largest portfolios.

Quex: Unparalleled Exposure Management



Learn more
To learn more about the power of Quotech,  
or to arrange a demonstration, contact us.

Guillaume Bonnissent,  
Chief Executive

guillaume@quotech.io

+44 7780 120 288

www.quotech.io

Quex: Unparalleled Exposure Management

We’re underwriters first ourselves, so we already know where it hurts, and we built the system working 
closely with clients. They told us what they wanted their exposure management system to do (and 
especially what their incumbent systems don’t do), then we built one that does. 

Quex lets you react faster, improve efficiencies, lower loss ratios, and reduce administrative costs. 
Everything else is obsolete. 
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